
Dear Kai,

Animal testing for cosmetics

I felt that I had to write to you urgently as one of our most loyal supporters to let you
know what is happening to animal testing for cosmetics, as I am sure you will be as
saddened and disappointed as I was when I heard this news.

In August, the European Chemical Agency’s (ECHA) Board of Appeal made two
decisions in response to appeals brought by Symrise AG, a major producer of
flavours and fragrances based in Germany.  

The decisions concern the links between European Union’s (EU) chemicals
regulations and its cosmetics regulations as they relate to animal testing for
substances used in cosmetics.

ECHA had instructed Symrise to carry out animal tests on two substances used
solely in cosmetics products. The Board of Appeal decided that, against the wishes
of Symrise AG, animal testing must be carried out to satisfy chemicals rules. They
said that the restrictions on animal testing in Europe’s cosmetics laws do not prevent
this, despite these ingredients having been exclusively used in cosmetics products
for a number of years.

Devastatingly, these decisions compound the erosion of the EU’s bans on animal
testing for cosmetics that we have been seeing over the past few years, to the extent
that it is now almost impossible for a commercial cosmetics product to not contain
recently animal-tested ingredients.

We firmly believe that this was not the intention of the elected representatives who
put the cosmetics animal testing bans in place, in response to overwhelming
opposition to this testing from people all over Europe and the UK. And we know that
it’s not what you - and many, many people like you - want.

With your amazing support, we thought this battle had been won. Sadly, it is a battle
we are going to have to fight again, both in the EU and in the UK.

http://www.e-activist.com/page/email/click/1998/4922140?email=G17F%2BNPH0onVIwbz5RMC%2BeLFczbLAbOF&campid=9JlH8abw3MyzFWMrHGgntg==


We know that you agree that animal testing for cosmetics is cruel and unnecessary
wherever it takes place, and whatever the purpose for which it is carried out or the
legislation under which it is carried out.

Our Leaping Bunny brands think that too.

Kai, it would be wonderful if we could tell you that with our Leaping Bunny brands,
we will make sure that ingredients in cosmetics that are tested on animals to meet
the requirements of chemicals rules are never used. Unfortunately, the scale and
scope of this testing now means we can no longer do that. I want to be completely
open with you as a valued cruelty free supporter and tell you that brands cannot
avoid this testing – it is not testing they choose to do. It is testing their suppliers are
made to do on ingredients the brands are already using safely.

I do want to assure you, Kai, that whilst all cosmetics companies sadly cannot now
avoid all chemicals testing, Leaping Bunny approved brands are still not permitted to
carry out or commission animal testing, nor can they be party to chemicals testing
with a view to including new ingredients in their products.

By remaining Leaping Bunny approved, Leaping Bunny brands are demonstrating
their commitment to cruelty free cosmetics and their determination to do everything
they can. Until we are able to end cosmetics animal testing for any purpose
anywhere, the Leaping Bunny will remain the best feasible cruelty free standard. 

If cruelty free brands have to stop using the ingredients that the ECHA now says
have to be tested, they could not make cosmetic products and you would be left only
with brands that don’t care about being cruelty free – those brands would keep
producing and selling anyway. Don’t let that happen!

Kai, we have already written to EU leaders and to the UK government demanding an
urgent meeting. We are going to do everything we can to stop the incursion of
chemicals rules on cruelty free cosmetics. And we will need you to fight with us once
again and to keep showing your support for brands committed to fighting too.

Thank you for everything you have done and for everything I know you will continue
to do to end animal suffering for cosmetics. I will be in touch as soon as we know
more.


